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About this Document  
This document contains all the comments recieved as a part of the Site Plan Review Committee’s online engagement 
for the PenPlace project between October 28 – November 7, 2021. Additionally, the matrix below includes some 
comments that were directly emailed to staff during the engagement period. The comments are categorized by the 
topics that were highlighted in this review Building Massing and Architecture, Transportation, Open 
Space/Landscaping, etc.) with SPRC member comments appearing first in the document. All comments not pertaining 
to the above topics are categorized as “Other.” Use the table of contents to easily jump to a particular section, or 
click on the “Return to Table of Contents” link at the bottom of each page to return to the first page of this 
document. 
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Responses to Common Topics  
Below are common topics or themes received through the online engagement session that were identified by County staff. The list includes a 
summary of the topic and responses from County staff and the applicant. Please note that the topics have been summarized in order to provide an 
overview of the common themes and may not fully capture the concerns expressed by each individual commenter.  
 
ARCHITECTURE 

1. Can greenery be added to the office buildings? 

             Applicant Response:  
Planting materials are proposed for mid-level office building terraces, the green roofs of the three pavilions and of course, the Hill Climb exterior of the Helix.  
 

2. Can you provide specifics on the bird-friendly materials? 

Applicant Response:  
PenPlace will employ bird-safe glass on all seven buildings to meet County codes. The Helix will exceed requirements by using bird-safe glass on the entire 
structure. The Applicant is working closely with County staff and Audubon representatives to ensure that the development is as safe as possible for the region’s 
bird population. 

 
PUBLIC SPACE 

1. Will there be more opportunities to comment on the proposed Park Master Plan?  
Department of Parks and Recreation staff will open a second online enagement on the Park Master Plan in the next few weeks. All members of 
the public and the Site Plan Review Committee (SPRC) are invited to participate. Members of he SPRC will also be able to comment on the 
proposed public space at the SPRC meeting to be held on December 6.   
 

2. Will Amazon be able to close the park or portions of it.  What will be the procedure if Amazon wishes to hold a special event? 
The Park will have a public access easement to which Arlington County will be a party, and while the developer will continue to own the underlying land, 
public access easements do not permit the underlying property owner to close a park or a portion of a park unilaterally.  All special events in the public 
space covered by the public access easement will be handled through the County’s Special events permitting process.  
 

3. How is the 2.5 acres of public space calculated? Does it include the mews or café areas?  
 
Applicant Response:  
There are multiple easements dedicating areas of the PenPlace site for public use. The proposed public space to be eased for a public park excludes the 
mews, café areas, perimeter sidewalk and narrow, perimeter areas immediately adjacent to each building. The SPRC #2 presentation will include the 
proposed breakdown of the public space easement.  
 

4. Will you be integrating public art into the public space? 
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Applicant Response:  
Yes, PenPlace anticipates including on-site public art and will work with the County to follow the appropriate processes with the Public Art Committee 
(PAC). 
 

5. Are you planning for dog relief areas? 
 
Applicant Response:  
Yes, there are several dog relief areas around the perimeter of the site adjacent to the street trees and sidewalk as well as several located within the site. In 
addition, there is a public use fenced dog run area proposed, between the Helix and Office Building 1 (T1), immediately west of Pavilion 3. 
 

6. Will you be making additional improvements to the North/South connection to Army Navy Drive?   
 
Applicant Response:  
The proposed North/South connections to Army Navy Drive include an accessible ramp with landscape plantings and a pedestrian stair with bike runnel. The 
Applicant looks forward to sharing further detail about the accessible ramp design that goes through the Forest Plaza to Army Navy Drive as part of SPRC #2 
and the Park Master Plan (PMP) Engagement #2 video. 
 

7. What is the nature of the forest walk? There does not seem to be enough trees to make a forest.   
 
Applicant Response:  
The Forest Plaza between the Office Building 3 (T3) and the Helix incorporates significant planted area, an accessible ramp that connects to the two 
amphitheater landings and several small “rooms” for outdoor gatherings. The 4.1 drawing sheets submitted include approximately 100 trees and shrubs 
proposed for this section of the public landscape, in addition to groundcover materials. The Park Master Plan (PMP) Engagement #2 video presentation will 
further illustrate this amenity. 
 

8. Could the number of paths be reduced to create more greenery? Or certain paths not be paved?  
 
Applicant Response:  
The pathways proposed anticipate desired routes through the site for a variety of destinations across the large public space. The intent is to balance 
maximizing planted areas with ease of movement and safety for all users. Paving the desired paths of travel encourages people to circulate on paved areas 
and avoid the planted areas, limiting landscape disturbance. A variety of pathway materials may be used to convey primary and secondary or tertiary paths, 
which may include poured in place concrete and precast concrete or stone pavers. 
 

9. Can more greenery be added to the East/West connection? Following the recommendation of the Green Ribbon. 
 
Applicant Response:  
The Applicant is working closely with County staff to understand the design guidance in the Pentagon City Planning Study and incorporate recommended 
design options for the PenPlace project where it overlaps with the proposed Green Ribbon. More than 50% of the multi-modal path has planting on two 
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sides and more than 85% of the multi-modal path has planting on at least one side. Areas that do not have planting include zones where circulation crosses 
the multi-modal path or areas with programming in adjacent plazas. The Applicant looks forward to sharing more detail about the East-West connection and 
coordination with the Green Ribbon strategies in SPRC #2 and the Park Master Plan Engagement (PMP) #2 presentation materials.  
 

10. Will the delivery of the public space be phased? If so, will public have access to areas as they are finished?   
 
Applicant Response:  
The construction and phasing logistics are currently being developed and reviewed by the Applicant’s construction team. Access to the PenPlace public 
space will be made available as soon as the landscape is installed, and site construction phasing allows. 

 
TRANSPORTATION 
 

11. Will the sidewalk on the north side of 12th Street accommodate bikers? Is it a bicycle trail? 
The 12th Street sidewalk is not a bike trail. Bike facilities are not being provided on 12th Street.  
 

12. Does eliminating the planned streets at this site, be considered as a precedent for future County actions?  
Staff does not believe this is a precedent for removing the interior streets. All site plans are evaluated on an individual basis to balance the goals on the 
County. The proposed design provides multiple public ways for active transportation such as pedestrians, bicycles, and micro mobility devices to move 
through the site, and with visual and physical path connections to adjoining properties.  Only passive transportation such as motor vehicles are not 
accommodated. The proposed design includes all underground parking and loading and a large public space that provides an inviting space for individuals to 
experience the site as a destination and path through the site. 
 

13. How will the pickup and drop-off (PU/DO) areas work? Will the interior PU/DO areas feel secure/safe? Will they have close access to elevators? 
 
Applicant Response:  
The majority of the pick-up/drop-off area is provided in 51 stalls located curbside, on S. Eads Street, 12th Street S. and S. Fern Street. An additional 22 stalls 
are provided on Level 1 of the underground parking garage, as shared in the SPRC #1 video on transportation. More details will be provided in SPRC #3, 
anticipated in early 2022.  
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The garage entries on Eads and Fern Street allow easy circulation below grade in the East/West directions. The main pick-up and drop-off areas occur off 
this driveway and before the gate arms. No payment or ticketing is required to access the PU/DO stalls. There are two clearly marked elevator and stairwell 
options to easily access either the Office Building 1 (T1) or Office Building 2 (T2) lobbies. The parking structure will be well lit, monitored, and safe for all 
users. 
 

14. How much parking will the High School need? 
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Applicant Response:  
The Applicant is working closely with the design team designing the Arlington Community High School tenant improvements and has not yet determined the 
number of parking stalls to be allocated for the high school use.  
 

15. Could more Electric Vehicle (EV) parking be added, or spaces be “EV ready”? 
 
Applicant Response:  
The current PenPlace proposal provides 139 parking stalls with electric vehicle charging stations at opening, which represents 7% of the 1,980 total number 
of stalls provided in the garage. The Applicant team recognizes the interest in EV charging stalls and is evaluating the opportunity to provide additional “EV 
ready” stalls for future improvement. The design currently includes conduit for additional EV stalls (approximately 150) and the electrical system could 
support further EV stall conversion should they be warranted. The exact charging equipment and speed of charge is still being evaluated. EV stalls may be 
time-limited to accommodate multiple vehicles to charge throughout the day, since the equipment can achieve a full charge, quickly. 
 

16. Please confirm the sidewalk clear zone on the Eads, Fern, and Army Navy sides of the project.   
 
Applicant Response:  
The 4.1 sheets indicate the proposed 10’ minimum sidewalk clear zones on S. Fern Street, Army-Navy Drive and S. Eads Street. (The minimum sidewalk clear 
zone on S. 12th Street is proposed at 12 feet.). Additional sidewalk area is often available beyond the public sidewalk easement; this “shy zone” will typically 
look and feel like sidewalk and varies in width, depending on location. The shy zone may add an extra 18” to 5’ to the sidewalk circulation space and 
occasionally adds up to 16’, such as at the southeast corner of Office Building 1 (T1) near the corner of 12th and Eads Streets.  
 

SUSTAINABILITY 
17. Can you provide additional information on features in the building envelope that are contributing to the buildings’ high level of energy performance? 

 
Applicant Response:  
The Applicant is currently exceeding the energy performance goal of 30% savings over ASHRAE 90.1 through the integration of the following measures in 
the building envelope: 
 

• Climate responsive envelope for the office buildings, focused on orientation-based window-to-wall ratio (WWR), glazing selection, and external shading to 
balance cooling load, glare, and natural daylight. The response varies slightly by tower to create individual tower identities. The solar shading design is 
continuing to evolve to balance these performance factors while attempting to reduce the embodied carbon of the façade. 

• Triple pane glazing for the Helix, with glass selection balancing solar gain reduction and natural daylight spectral transmission for the plants.  
• High performance glazing selection: The current glazing selection for the office buildings has a SHGC of 0.28, 30% below ASHRAE 90.1 before accounting for 

the performance of exterior shades.  
• External shades: The performance of the exterior shades varies by orientation and solution. Combined with the high-performance glazing selections, the 

window cooling load is significantly reduced compared to the equivalent ASHRAE 90.1 baseline envelope (performance varies by façade orientation and 
shading system) 
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The climate responsive envelope for the office buildings utilizes several techniques to reduce the cooling and heating demand on the building. Due to the 
projected internal loads, combined with the climate of Arlington, VA, the façade design focused on cooling load reduction. This was balanced with the 
design goals of bringing as much low-glare daylight as possible into the workplace to maximize occupants’ comfort. Other factors driving the façade design 
include system u-factor performance in heating and cooling and lowering the embodied carbon of the façade materials.  
 
In addition, the energy performance of PenPlace is also enhanced by several measures beyond the building envelope: 

• High efficiency chilled water plant serving the entire site with chilled water thermal energy storage and integrated heat recovery equipment.  
• Site dewatering heat exchange 
• Dedicated outside air systems with double enthalpy wheels to reduce reheat energy and improved fan efficiency vs requirements defined by the American 

Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 90.1. 
• Low pumping energy compared to ASHRAE 90.1 baseline requirements. 
• Reduced lighting power density for office shell and core and low lighting power density (LPD) targets for the tenant improvement fit-out.  
• Heat pump service water heating 

• Regenerative braking on the elevators 
• Designing for daylight, to reduce the need for electrical lighting 
 
 

18. Could the applicant confirm that 100% of the electricity consumed will be covered through dedicated off-site and the small amount of onsite renewable 
energy without relying on RECs or other offsets? 
 
Applicant Response:  
The Applicant confirms that is the intent.  
 

19. What are plans for emergency backup generation?   
 
Applicant Response:  
The emergency and stand-by power backup generation plan utilizes diesel generators, combined with fuel polishing systems to keep the diesel fuel clean. 
Additionally, the generators will be located on the roof to minimize concentrated emissions at ground level. 
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SPRC Member Comment 
Number Name Connection to Project Comments 
SPRC-1 Arthur Fox Site Plan Review 

Committee member for 
this project 
(Neighborhood) 

Architecture -- We appreciate the improvements made to the large and tall commercial building facades but are 
nonetheless disappointed that they are not more physically sculpted and/or visually broken up by use of different 
building materials.   
 
Building Heights -- While the three commercial  building rooftops have been given separate and interesting 
personalities, they are all still of the same 22-story height which Amazon claims to be the only way it can 
accommodate its presumably 25,000 workforce.  Of course, its agreed-upon commitment was to house that 
workforce in buildings containing four million square feet; however the combined MetPark and PenPlace 
buildings will now contain roughly five million square feet.  Hence, it should be possible to drop one or two of the 
buildings' heights to create a more varied skyline without compromising the accommodation of Amazon's 
workforce.  
 
Traffic --  We are concerned by the roughly 4,000 parking places the HQ2 campus will contain, meaning that 
22202 will likely have at least 4,000 cars above the existing number of cars finding their way into and out of 
22202 every workday on the precious few roadways that enable traffic to enter and leave 22202 even if the vast 
majority of Amazon's employees use other modes of transportation when commuting to work.  Congestion is 
going to be inevitable even on residential streets, particularly if the County proceeds to implement its ongoing 
plan to vastly increase the density of the remainder of Pentagon City.  
 

SPRC-2 Ban D’Avanzo Site Plan Review 
Committee member for 
this project 
(Neighborhood) 

I appreciated that Amazon and JBG are clearly trying to be responsive to community feedback. There are aspects 
of this project that are improved including architecture, pedestrian movement and bike access. There is still work 
to go, but we are very much moving in the right direction. 
 
 
I appreciate the many videos discussing aspects of the site. However, there are still areas that feel kind of black 
holes, especially around the Helix on all sides, the forest, the amphitheater, and the Eads st area. These issues get 
to the complexity of evaluating seven new buildings and new open space at once. It is important we proceed with 
this process ensuring we have all the information we need to understand and accurately comment on the site. 
This may mean a lot of explaining and time than desired, but given this site is really four site plans rolled into one, 
it’s called for. 
 
Architecture  
 
I appreciate the improved design to the building facades, introducing more variation in color and design into the 
building and more clearly breaking it up into vertical sections. I think tower 1 is especially in the right direction, 
with the facade clearly broken up in several places and the added, though small, stepping while tower 3 could 
particularly use more work. Of the described water-based themes, I see tower 3 the least successfully adjusted. In 
particular, all the towers could still use further horizontal variety, looking to color and material change as the 
building stretches along the block, to help break up the still continuing characteristic of rectangular monoliths.  
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The differentiation and stylizing of the rooflines with the solar cells is positive, both for sustainability and for 
breaking up the rectangularity of the skyline the buildings would otherwise be providing. 
 
Green/Open Space 
 
I am assuming that the 2.5 acres of public space, which we need a differentiated map of, to be dedicated to the 
county is planned to be counted as a significant portion of the community benefit that Amazon will receive 
significant density for under the site plan process. During the Met Park process, I criticized that designation of the 
Met Park improvements given that the primary beneficiaries of that open space will be Amazon employees. 
However, at least in that circumstance, Met Park is bordered by four sizable apartment buildings who would have 
easy access to the park, not to mention close-by residential.  
 
In the case of the new public space in this proposal, however, the primary users by far will be Amazon employees. 
The space will be entirely bordered by Amazon buildings. A significant base of the restaurant users will be 
Amazon employees, as will the daycare. Amazon likely will hold many corporate events in the park. The company 
likely will use the space as a feature to attract employees and give tours to investors. Conversely, there are no 
public playgrounds, recreational space or other features of this park to specifically attract it to the community 
aside from a dog-run that, considering companies dog friendly policies, will again primarily be used by employees. 
While it will be technically open to the public and dedicated as public space, I would find it hard to deny that 
Amazon will be by far the primary beneficiary of this space and they will gain enormous value from it.  
 
Overall the changes to this space are certainly positive, with some increase in greenery compared to the first 
draft and the east-west connection mentioned below. The Fern Street Plaza needs improvements, particularly if it 
is to be part of the Pentagon City Green Ribbon Concept, as it has actually apparently lost greenery on the 
southern end since the last proposal, judging by the rendering. The lawn in the middle also continues to be 
unfortunately bifurcated by a pathway. 

SPRC-3 Cara Smith Site Plan Review 
Committee member for 
this project (PArtC) 

Envisioned as a world-class, urban hub for creative thinking, innovation, and design, the PenPlace site plan sets 
the stage for high-quality, accessible, and engaging public art. As the Park Master Plan solidifies and the design of 
the site and open spaces are further refined, consider engaging artists early in the process to collaborate with the 
design team and ensure that public art is integral to the site’s public space areas. Maintaining some flexibility for 
collaborative design of open spaces could foster opportunities for innovation in public art and an enhanced sense 
of place.  
Consider engaging local artists to weave the cultural identity of Arlington into the built fabric of PenPlace at 
multiple scales and with attention to site specificity, as with curating a native plant palette, or the rigorous site 
analysis of traffic patterns and pedestrian circulation nuances.  
Consider a local artist component of the Artist in Residence program. How might local artists activate the site, 
enrich the sense of place, and engage the diverse range of users at PenPlace?  

SPRC-4 Caroline Haynes Site Plan Review 
Committee member for 
this project (FNRC) 

This is an exciting project on many levels, and has the potential to transform Pentagon City. Creating a welcoming 
public space in the midst of the significant proposed density will be critical to the success of this project. While 
the incorporation of biophilic design elements in the plan is most welcome, defining the specific details of the 
public spaces through the park planning process will be critical. One concern is the prospect that these visionary 
concepts get watered down as the process continues, as has occurred in some other recent projects. As always, 
the details will be important both on implementing the biophilic design and sustainability measures. 
 
The overall concept of creating the four openings to the public space, the circulation through the space, 
incorporating water and natural plant communities, as well as the central green works well in this configuration. 
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Of particular note, the plan appears to: 
1) include adequate soil depth to support mature trees in the forest walk  
2) incorporate bird friendly glass 
3) focus on locally native plantings 
 
It will be important to confirm the details of each of these issues and others as the process continues. Likewise, it 
will be important to confirm public access to the Helix so that we don’t have a repeat of the rescinding of 
community benefits as occurred with the observatory at Central Place. 
 
It would be helpful to know the details of what is being proposed for the off-site solar generation. As we 
discovered with the previous deal with Dominion Power, the agreement entailed the clearing of existing forested 
land in southern Virginia, which is hardly a positive step towards sustainability. Destroying one of the best carbon 
sinks available, intact ecosystems with mature trees, for solar generation is the height of environmental folly. 
Likewise, the addition of miles and miles of transmission lines from distant solar farms has significant land use 
issues. All of these decisions involve trade-offs and we should be upfront with exactly what those trade-offs are 
and not blindly accept unstated environmental and sustainability implications. 
 
Please note that the adopted Public Spaces Master Plan specifically defines “public space”, and very intentionally 
does not use the term “open space” as that is an amorphous term that means different things to different 
people. Staff and applicants should work to be consistent and precise in our usage of terms and not use terms 
that have no specific definition. Please see excerpts below from the 2019 adopted PSMP: 
 
The following definitions include terms typically used when discussing Arlington County’s public space system. 
While the terms included in the list are important, it is also notable for the terms not included. A conscious 
decision was made to leave out terms such as passive, active and open space. Passive and active are not used, for 
example, as one individual’s thoughts on passive use may be another’s definition of active use, therefore causing 
confusion when discussing something such as a trail. Similarly, open space is no longer in the Arlington lexicon as 
it has proven to be much too amorphous a term. (PSMP, p. 135) 
 
public space — Space that supports recreation and leisure, natural resources, casual use, historic and cultural 
resources and is either publicly owned or has guaranteed public access — including parks, plazas, trails, streets 
and recreation facilities. (PSMP, p. 136) 
 

SPRC-5 Chros Slatt Site Plan Review 
Committee member for 
this project (TC) 

- The design of the bike infrastructure that PenPlace will be building largely looks great.  If right-on-red is to be 
allowed into the garage entrances, it would be wise to raise the bike lane to sidewalk level (or an intermediate 
level) so cars must slow to cross the lane when entering the garage. 
- Strongly support & appreciate the widening of the 12th Street sidewalk to 12'.  We should go ahead and call it a 
trail and design it as such.  The existing asphalt trail on 12th gets a lot of scooter & bike traffic.  This sidewalk 
likely will as well, especially if a facility of the same width is installed on the north side of the Brookfiedl block to 
the west, providing a continuous low-stress connection from Metro to the Eads St PBLs. 
- Great to see a Bikeshare Station proposed on-site 
- Would like more detail on the shelter & amenities proposed for the relocated Eads st bus stop for the 22A / 7A" 
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SPRC-6 Elizabeth Gearin Site Plan Review 
Committee member for 
this project (PC) 

I am very pleased to see changes made in response to community feedback received during the LRPC: greater 
building sculpting; a more varied skyline; and more detail / accommodation to multimodal, non-vehicular access 
on the ground level of the site as well as vehicular traffic below ground. Agree with concerns of both staff and rep 
from the County's Disability Advisory Commission to keep working toward Universal Basic Design, especially on 
such a visible site, and given its focus on pedestrian and cyclists - can we find an alternative to the stairs? I'd also 
like to hear more about the parking - is it shared/ fungible? Is the EV charging a mix of the super-fast (so electric 
vehicle users can rapidly charge up if needed) as well as the more paced (for workers parking for the day)? Am 
interested in hearing more about the sustainable design elements as well; and construction and phasing. Right 
now construction/ phasing for Met Park (as well as redevelopment of Met Park) means this valuable open space 
is offline for the community; it would be good to structure all the various development in the area to ensure 
some public open space remains accessible in this part of the community throughout. 

SPRC-7 Joan McIntyre Site Plan Review 
Committee member for 
this project (C2E2) 

I’m the Climate Change, Energy, and Environment Commission representative to the SPRC for the Amazon 
PenPlace project. The sustainability elements in the proposed plans are impressive and will set a high bar for 
future development in Arlington.  The expected energy efficiency gains of almost 32 percent, offsite and onsite 
solar, and almost complete electrification of building systems puts the PenPlace project on a path for Zero Carbon 
Building certification. I urge the applicant to follow through and fully commit to this certification. I have a few 
additional comments and questions regarding the project’s plan toward zero carbon: 
• I encourage Amazon to recruit chefs and entrepreneurs who are willing to demonstrate that cooking 
with electricity is no impediment to providing customers with a wide range of food and beverages. This step will 
ensure that PenPlace is zero carbon in all aspects. 
• I would like to have some additional information during the SPRC process on features in the building 
envelop that are contributing to the buildings high level of energy performance as well as the electric system 
planned for hot water 
• Looking at the zero-carbon assessment, the final chart seems to indicate that some of the operational 
carbon emissions would be covered through carbon offsets. Could the applicant confirm that 100 percent of the 
electricity consumed will be covered through dedicated offsite and the small amount of onsite renewable energy 
without relying on RECs or other offsets. 
• I appreciate the commitment to outfitting 15 percent of its parking spaces with EV charging capability. 
Does the applicant have plans to make more of its parking EV -ready to accommodate future demand? 
• What are the plans for providing emergency backup generation?  Has the applicant considered installing 
backup batteries to meet emergency demand rather than use fossil-fuel run generators? 
• The LEED scorecard indicates that more gains can be made in selection of materials and resources and I 
encourage the applicant to identify additional opportunities to select environmentally-friendly materials and 
particularly low-carbon materials, building on the planned use of wood for the pavilions.  
• Finally, Amazon has an opportunity to be a leader in Arlington in promoting reduction of single use 
plastics by supporting a business initiative for reusable carryout containers in restaurants and other food service 
business at PenPlace and the surrounding area in National Landing. 
 
The multitude of additional sustainability features further are also exceptional – the biophilic elements 
incorporated throughout the complex, the stormwater cisterns, bird-friendly glass, and dark skies compliant 
lighting. I look forward to learning more about the sustainability features in this project as the SPRC  process 
progresses. 
 

SPRC-8 John Aiken Site Plan Review 
Committee member for 
this project (HALRB) 

The Historical Affairs and Landmark Review Board (HALRB) thanks the SPRC for the opportunity to submit a public 
comment regarding the PenPlace site plan. The HALRB advises the County Board on historic preservation matters 
and reviews projects that involve the development of historical markers. We have reviewed the applicant 
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materials as well as attended the site walking tour on October 28, 2021. We noted the applicant’s landscape plan 
emphasized walkable pedestrian areas and open spaces that will join other greenspaces in the immediate area. 
Wherever possible, we encourage the applicant to work with the Arlington County’s Historic Preservation 
Program and the HALRB to develop an interpretive plan that creates interpretative opportunities that highlight 
Pentagon City / Crystal City’s history as an industrial and innovation center of Arlington from the 19th century 
through its development as an urban center after World War II. We direct the applicant to a recently completed 
project, the Key Bridge Marriott, Site Plan #53, located at 1401 Lee Highway. This site plan had an extensive 
landscape plan where the applicant proposed to incorporate historical signage and other creative interpretive 
methods to provide a pedestrian experience that highlighted the history of the project site and the history of 
Rosslyn.   

 
SPRC-9 Judy Freshman Site Plan Review 

Committee member for 
this project 
(Neighborhood) 

Comments on the building mass remain a concern, with three massive buildings on the site. Efforts to 
differentiate them are appreciated but they remain at the maximum height with flat tops, however tweaked. 
Sculping at the TOP was encouraged so the response isn't adequate. If approved the Helix will be taller than the 
three proposed buildings but that really isn't the skyline interest sought by many. 
 
I generally support the open space plans, provided real access at the north end for disabled folks is addressed. 
The very long loop path seems particularly challenging for wheelchairs and strollers, too. 
 
I remain somewhat skeptical about placing all transportation underground but I assume DES has signed off and 
that the Master Transportation Plan will be amended...and that future megablocks may similarly argue that 
precedent, further interrupting vehicular and bike passage through sites.  
 
I have no doubt that PUDO will be a problem and that a repeat of the ChickFilA issue on Crystal Drive will appear 
on 12th Street at this site, despite many assurances to the contrary. Folks will do what serves them best and short 
of staff to force them underground the plan will fail, especially if street parking is also allowed on 12th. That 
makes no sense and at the least it should be acknowledged that ONLY PUDO works on 12th. 
 
The previous PDSP included 20K sf for community benefits...gatherings, entertainment, meetings. Now that the 
County has taken that space for a high school - a noble goal to be sure - that space must be made available either 
on PenPlace or MetPark. Amazon has offered its fancy large meeting space at MetPark but it's a private staff 
space and there will be challenges to access it, especially on short notice. We appreciate the offer but the strings 
attached may make it unworkable. We believe a space able to accommodate +/- 100 people should be included 
in site plan conditions to address the original goal for 22202 citizens which is disappearing as a result of the 
County's action. That may not be the fault of the applicant, but they can surely find a reasonable alternative 
without significant sacrifice. 

SPTRC-10 Pamela Van Hine Site Plan Review 
Committee member for 
this project (PAC) 

Thank you for providing the informative in-person tour, excellent staff and developer presentations and slide 
decks, and for giving us the opportunity to provide public comments before the SPRC meeting.   
 
Much improved design:  I do believe that the designers listened to the feedback from the LRPC meetings and that 
the designers (and transportation staff) have made significant improvements.   
    • The approximately aligned, 15’ minimum width east-west shared use passage through the middle of the site:  
I worked hard with Taylor to express what I wanted here, and he worked hard to make it happen.  I know it was 
not as easy as just rotating the path, and I glad they were able to fix it.  It was difficult, but very necessary to 
accommodate active transportation through the site.  Safety for all is still a concern, however. 
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    • The exit/entrance onto Army-Navy Drive:  This exit is also something I pushed for, and I’m glad that it is 
included.  For me, it is a necessary safety feature as well as a major convenience for cyclists and pedestrians. 
    • PBL northbound on Fern:  The PBL does not appear on C-24 from the May LRPC, but does appear on the July 
plans, though I am assuming that additional changes were made since then as T2 and T3 were moved to the east. 
PBLs on both sides of Fern are necessary, and I worry about the safety of cyclists as they approach the 
unprotected section of Fern by Army-Navy Drive.  
    • T1, T2, and T3 designs:  The design of the towers is much improved by the better form definitions and 
additions of differentiating colors, shapes, and treatments.  I am especially pleased with T2 (including the 
translucent stair wall – and overall it seems more slim) and the redesign of T3.  I think relocating the childcare 
center (and outdoor space) to the south and locating the high school on the corner makes sense (and feels more 
safe) and I think T3 nicely delineates how the space is used. 
 
Questions, Comments, Suggestions, and Concerns: 
Transportation: 
    • Sidewalk clear zone on 12th – no PBL:  I just wanted to clarify that you are proposing a sidewalk along 12th 
street with a 12’ clear zone – and as a shared path with cyclists/micromobile riders.  A shared use sidewalk is not 
safe for either group, even if the sidewalk is 12’wide.  Some more vulnerable members of our community are too 
afraid to walk on our sidewalks because of bikes and micromobiles. We want to encourage everyone to feel safe 
and comfortable outdoors.  Our local community and biking/pedestrian community really want and need a PBL or 
a cycle track along 12th.  I support the Transitway extension along 12th Street, but do not support parking on 
both sides of 12th.  Please figure out how to include PBL or cycle tracks by removing parking from one side of 
12th and removing the extra 2’ of clear zone from the 12th Street sidewalk on the north side.  I will gladly give up 
those 2’ if we can provide safe space for cyclists and micromobile riders on 12th.   
    • Sidewalk clear zone around rest of block:  Please confirm that the minimum clear zone width on the other 3 
sides is 10’ (with 12’ on half of Eads), exclusive of any landscaping zone and shy zones.  The language was 
sometimes ambiguous in the presentations and slide decks. 
    • PUDO and On-Street Parking:  Amazon is providing significant underground parking – for both PUDO and 
longer term parking.  Please do not provide any regular parking around the block.  All on-street parking should be 
PUDO – including PUDO for the childcare center and other PUDO for people, including for people with disabilities, 
as well as PUDO for “things”.  The PUDO spaces need to be monitored and short-term parking enforced. 
    • Landscaping Zone:  I did not see any specific dimensions for the landscaping zones between the street and 
the clear zone.  What are the dimensions (width and length), what types of trees will be planted, how will they be 
supported?  What other green plants will be provided?  What furnishings will be included in the landscaping zone 
(e.g. benches, trash cans, street lights, bike stations, micromobile stations)? 
    • East-West Pathway: Thanks for providing this improvement, and how can we make it safe as a shared use 
path?  Can you designate “lanes” with marking to encourage people to stay in their lane, as well as have relevant 
signage on how to use the path safely?  How will you ensure lower speeds?  Slide IV-28 shows parallel 8’ 
minimum width walking paths – can you show these on a map of the overall layout and explain how they would 
be used? 
    • North-South passage to Army-Navy Drive:  Thanks for providing this necessary exit/entrance, and please 
continue to figure out how to provide a more reasonable accessible path as well. 
 
 
 
Open Space: 
    • Park planning process:  Will DPR have another round of PenPlace park planning?  When will this happen?  
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How does this interface with the SPRC planning process? 
    • Hardscape vs. open space vs. green space:  I feel that the site still has too much hardscape compared to 
green space.  Can some of the smaller pathways be removed?  These small paths add hardscape and break much 
of the green space into tiny bits that may not function well.  The community wants more green space – and more 
trees. 
    • 2.5 acres of public space:  I am again asking that the developer show how the 2.5 acres of public space are 
calculated.  How much is really green space and where is it? How much of the green space is trees, how much is 
grass, how much is other plantings, how much is water features?  How much is hardscape passageways?  How 
much is taken up by the mews and “retail spill out” (see slide IV-28).  How publicly accessible (for non-diners) are 
the spaces around retail and outdoor cafe seating?  What is the minimum width of the planting buffers on slide 
IV-28?  How dense is the “forest”?  It doesn’t feel like a forest to me from the illustrations.  What are the 
proposed water features like? 
 
Architecture: 
    • Office buildings:  The designs are much better, and I hope we can continue to shape them and create contrast 
between them.  Can sample building materials be available for community perusal, perhaps in the JBGS building?   
    • Retail pavilions:  I do not find these attractive, and I think they are less attractive now than in the initial 
designs.  To me the somewhat rustic wood style clashes too much with the sleek towers.  They do not seem 
“connected” to the rest of the site in either their design or locations and they really break up the open space.  
How will they work in the winter?  Please provide more details on designs for rooftop dining and mews dining.  
What exactly is “retail spill” and how can it be minimized in order to maximize pedestrian space?  I hate cafe zone 
creep and I fear it will happen here. 
    • The Helix:  I love it and look forward to climbing up the sides.  Can visitors climb the outside any time, or is 
that also restricted?  Can we have a special tour when the building is done? 
 

SPRC-11 Rosemary Ciotti Site Plan Review 
Committee member for 
this project (DAC) 

I would like to reiterate my opposition to designing this project with the northern staircase. I believe that new 
development in Arlington County is capable of ensuring new spaces are 
no longer built with two different paths of travel; stairs for able bodied pedestrians and ADA compliant paths of 
travel for wheelchair users. The time has come for us to build once and build for everyone. Designing and building 
to accommodate able bodied pedestrians and separate building and designing to ADA standards is short sighted,  
is poor design and reinforces that developers are being forced to make an ADA path of travel 
because it is the law not because it is smart design. The alternative is progressive design that designs once and 
designs for everyone.  
We need to move beyond separate paths of travel. One design for all is best practice in good urban planning. 

SPRC-12 Steve Sockwell Other Arlington County 
Board, Commission, or 
Committee member 
(FNRC) 

Generally, as Mr. Savo, the applicant’s architect says, this is an “amazing project.” I offer the following comments. 
 
1. The proposal is broadly consistent with the Design Guidelines, but there are differences. There are fewer, but 
more massive buildings.  The central area appears to have shrunk. 
2. Under the Guidelines, the Central Area was THE focal point.  Under the proposal, the Central Green is A focal 
point. This will make for a more diffuse public experience and emphasizes the need to get the park right: we need 
to make sure the public really will use the Central Green through programming or attractive features.  Otherwise, 
the central area, which was part of a dialog between buildings and green area, becomes an after thought. 
3. Under the Guidelines, the architecture calls for a distinctive top, middle and base.  To me, all buildings have 
distinctive tops and middles, but T1 and T3 have weakly defined bases. 
4. The office buildings, despite improved facades, continue to relate more to the rest of Crystal City, than to the 
striking biophilic elements on The Helix. Are there opportunities, through plantings or exterior treatments, to 
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make the office buildings more visibly green? 
5. I particularly like the Applicant’s use of wood in the Retail Pavilions.  The wood provides warmth and serves as 
a welcome contrast with the more industrial looking  facades of the Towers. Are there any opportunities to 
expand the use of wood in the Towers?" 

SPRC-13 Tannia Taelento Site Plan Review 
Committee member for 
this project 

Thank you for the significant amount of information, the staff report, background information and videos.  I have 
a few comments. 
1. While I noted that accessibility was a design value and that universal design was encouraged by prior 
community feedback and Arlington County staff recommendation, I did not see emphasis that this was being 
heeded.  I think this would be important to emphasize regularly as you move forward with presentations to 
ensure that nothing is missed.  For instance, I note that there is a winding walkway from Army Navy Drive to the 
center of the complex into the atrium/open park space, but it is unclear if community members with disabilities 
will be able to access the rest of the Helix ""hill"" walk or will they have access to elevators that will allow them to 
see every level, etc. when open to the public.  Another example:  I am assuming that handicap parking spaces and 
walkways underground will be available and accessible but there is no indication if thought has been put into how 
families, students, employees with mobility disabilities will access each building as it appears from the drawings 
that the parking is not centered and necessarily directly connected to each building. 
2. I appreciate significantly the thoughtfulness and efforts to encourage and support multi-modal transit options 
and reduce vehicular traffic.  However, the Arlington Community High School, while currently serves mostly 
students in the 22204 zip code, is a county-wide program and is open to students across APS. Unfortunately, 
there is not a great transit system from some parts in North Arlington to the Pentagon City area and students may 
need to drive when attending from that area.  I suspect with ACHS new location it will draw more students 
countywide.  Also, at least half of APS teaching staff live outside of the county.  With this in mind, I am concerned 
about the limited parking spaces and the request to increase the parking space to people ratio.  Unless, the 
developer, County and client feel confident that all parking needs for the Arlington Community High School can 
be met with the remaining parking spaces after Amazon's allocation without hindering retail needs, I would ask 
that this be looked at more closely.  While many students may use public transportation, our staff will need 
parking.  Furthermore, ACHS has teachers who come and go throughout the day as they are assigned to multiple 
schools and have limited time between getting from one school to another.  I am concerned if this is not 
considered that it will impact hiring of staff.  I would request that consideration be made to research and 
compare the parking allocation and needs at our high schools with what is being proposed for allocation at ACHS.  
Parking has been an ongoing problem at HB Woodlawn, Career Center and Wakefield as the street parking 
around HB Woodlawn and Wakefield is permit parking only and limited.  The Career Center fairs a bit better 
under normal circumstances but have recently lost spaces due to construction and are having issues now as well, 
as I understand it.  There is a parking ratio that is used specifically for schools that is different from the County's 
spot to person ratio.  If this has not been looked please consider researching and addressing.   
3.  Finally, will the auditorium that will be built underground for Amazon use only be available to the school for 
ACHS related functions like graduation or other similar events?  While I know it will not be shared with the 
greater public, it this something that could be considered even if limited in use to ACHS?   
I would also note that APS regularly rents out its auditoriums throughout the county to many non-profits and 
organizations in Arlington and is not able to accommodate all of the requests.  If you foresee a possibility where 
Amazon would reconsider this in the future, I suggest you allow for parking growth underground or consider 
partnerships with the surrounding areas for event parking needs, as I noted in the report or one of the 
presentations that parking was not being allocated or considered for the auditorium as it was expected to be 
used for workers only onsite.  If this changes in the future it may be a problem.  While public transportation and 
multi-modal transit options are encouraged and parking has been decreasing throughout Arlington County it has 
not always been supportive of all communities and their respective needs. 
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SPRC-14 Shruti Kuppa Site Plan Review 
Committee member for 
this project (PRC) 

Hi there! 
 
I am providing feedback on the PenPlace project on behalf of the Parks and Recreation Commission. Overall, the 
PRC would like to support all the positive the hard work done by the Planning commission and the SPRC to ensure 
that Arlington’s voice is well represented in the project’s open space/landscaping elements. We are especially 
supportive of the open space area’s redesign which will add beauty to the community while serving the functional 
needs of the diverse neighboring residents. The focus on natural features will break up the building hardscape 
materials- bringing visitors from their homes and workplaces instantly to nature. 
 
I also want to comment that the sustainable, biophilic, and bird friendly elements of the project are essential and 
their inclusion at this point in the process is highly supported. We are feeling heard that the future of Arlington 
buildings will always take these considerations into account as we strive to grow the social and economic value of 
Arlington’s neighborhoods.  
 

SPRC-15 Sara Steinberger Site Plan Review 
Committee member for 
this project (PC) 

I am very pleased with the design changes to the proposed buildings which have taken place since the last LRPC 
meeting.  I think the revisions yield a much more impactful design and better frame the helix structure.  I think 
the overall massing of the buildings is appropriate for the property and scales to the pedestrian experience as 
well.  I am pleased with the way that the open space is taking shape, though I have concerns about accessibility.   
 
I am also pleased that all of the loading at the site will take place internally-- it makes for a much more robust 
(and safer) pedestrian experience. 

 
 

Community Member Comments 
 

Number Name Connection to 
Project Community Comments 

CM-1 Colt Gregory Other Arlington 
County Board, 
Commission, or 
Committee 
member 

Landscaping and Open Space 
• Design shows and inviting walkable street access to the Towers, Helix and open space area. 
• Interesting ideas for a Forest Walk and Central Green areas in the open space. 
• The proposed multimodal paths should have a design, structures and visual cues that 
encourage a slow pace through the space.  E-scooters and bicycles can be problematic when mixed 
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Number Name Connection to 
Project Community Comments 

with pedestrian traffic on paths and trails. 
• Biophilic elements are used throughout the open space.  Hope to see strong use of native 
plantings in the landscape and spiral walk. 
 
Architecture 
• Glad to see the applicant moving ahead with a LEED Platinum rating and include the use of 
photovoltaic cells on building tops 
• Appreciate the Helix interior internal design as a biophilic indoor garden and arboretum. 
• Underground parking and centralized loading space is a welcomed approach to this traffic 
sensitive area. 
• Protection of birds through use of bird friendly architectural features and low Threat Factor 
reflective glass is appreciated.  Glass with a Threat Factor of 9 was mentioned.  That far exceeds the 
applicant's use of TF 25 at another area site.  The Helix building exterior spiral walk will include 
plantings that enhance the biophilic character of the design and that will provide food sources that 
attract birds.  The birds need protection from Tower and Helix glass/reflective surfaces.  Please 
continue to focus on the use of various building design and material selections that incorporate use of 
low Threat Factor glass and bird-friendly design. 
• In keeping with bird friendly design approaches, nighttime building exterior lighting can 
attract and disorient birds, particularly during Spring and Fall migration. Properly shielded downward 
facing  exterior lighting and limiting building spill light emissions can help prevent bird disorientation 
and help protect birds from striking the buildings. 
 
Community Benefit 
Appreciate the cooperation on location and construction of Arlington Community High School and a 
Day Care Center. 
 
Other 
Applicant listens and responds  to community concerns. 
Willingness to meet to with community representatives in areas of concern.   
 

CM-2 David Howell Other Arlington 
County Board, 

"Overall the design changes in this set of presentations are a significant improvement to   an already 
very good approach to the project. I look forward to more detailed plans for landscaping and park 
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Commission, or 
Committee 
member 

planning, including renderings of key features and plant species lists. Here are a few comments based 
on the slides available now. 
I-21. The redesigned (modestly) central green is an excellent balance between a functional common 
space and the various natural spaces adjacent in all directions. The new topographic features and 
planted areas better integrate that large open space with the site, and provide visual continuity with 
the pavilion areas and the other natural features. 
I-23. The architecture changes in this edition are very pleasing and provide several perceptual benefits 
over the original. The rooftop features create visual accessibility to the building summits that because 
of distance made them non-descript and in a sense, intimidating before. This is a kind of design 
connection that reminds individuals at ground level that the buildings are finite in height. Likewise, the 
facade and sculpting changes break up the monolith of the earlier versions a little more, and provide 
visual interest as well as connections to the sky and to the public space by the multiple reflection and 
refraction impacts. The new sculpting and stepback cuts also add opportunities for connection to 
nature, and vertical placemaking. In a complex development like this, both of those are very valuable. 
IV-20. The modifications to the central gathering area are the main new feature, as noted above. 
Those are an improvement, aesthetically and functionally. Other comments will be forthcoming on the 
landscaping. However, one suggestion is that the landscape design take advantage of the necessity of 
removing all trees currently on the site. This is required because of the complex infrastructure below 
grade to support many of the important sustainability and transportation features of the project. Not 
all of the current tree array involves high-value trees in an ecological or biodiversity sense, some may 
still provide provenance, aesthetic interest and ecological value by retaining them as snags. Snags are 
dead trees, and all snags make positive contributions if they are balanced and safe structures. Some 
snags may be useful and interesting to retain in situ. Others may be worthy of becoming part of the 
landscaping itself, either standing (propped) or resting on the ground or on other features. Please 
consider this option.  
V-8. The GBIP list is extensive and encouraging. We look forward to more detail on what design and 
material features will be proposed for these credits." 

CM-3 William Ross  Other Arlington 
County Board, 
Commission, or 
Committee 
member 

"I have a generally very positive view of what is being proposed.  The provision of 2.5 acres of open 
space is a very useful community benefit in this part of the county  It would be good to clarify the staff 
report about the 2.5 acres.  I think it would be best to say that the approximately 2.5 acres is ""in 
addition to areas for outdoor cafes and the pedestrian ""Mews"" between the pavilions and the 
towers-"" if that is what the staff statement means.   
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I appreciate the various innovations and creative public space solutions and the adaptation to public 
input.  Efforts to maximize planting diversity and biophilic solutions are appreciated.  The promised 
benign solutions for bird safety in the building architecture will be broadly supported.  
 
 I understand the compromise involving the introduction of multi-modal paths in the open space.  I do 
have concern about how bike runnels will surplant the natural space amenities for the open space 
previously proposed.  A more detailed explanation of them and what they will replace in the upcoming 
SPRC will be useful.  I think the proposal for accessible food trucks at the Fern St. plaza is a good one, 
as long as it doesn't cause replacement of natural plantings there.  " 

CM-4 Connie 
Ericson 

Community 
group or 
organization 
representative 

"Audubon Society of Northern Virginia, on behalf of its more than 5,000 members, is pleased to 
submit the following preliminary comments on the PenPlace project.  At the initial public meeting on 
the project we expressed concerns about the potential for the project buildings to pose a hazard to 
birds. We expressed particular concern about the potential for bird strikes at the Helix building, which 
is designed to include plantings from the ground floor to its peak, both inside and outside, materials 
that would attract bird and increase the hazard they would collide with building glass.  
 
• In a preliminary meeting with ASNV, National Audubon Society, American Bird Conservancy 
and a representative from one County Commission, the architectural team at NBBJ outlined plans to 
incorporate bird-fiendly design in the project that should exceed the limited standards in the County’s 
Green Building Incentive Policy. Specifically, it plans to incorporate bird-friendly glass in the first 50’ 
above ground in the three towers, at each of the tower  terrace levels that incorporates plants, from 
the ground up on the pavilions, and from the ground to the top of the Helix building.  NBBJ has been 
provided a copy of the March 29, 2021 memorandum from Mark Schwartz, County Manager, to Board 
Member Libby Garvey clarifying that although the Green Building Incentive Policy does not provide for 
bird-friendly glass on the ground floor, out of concern for the transparency requirement of the County 
retail plan, bird-friendly materials that allow visibility at the street level can be approved for use on a 
case-by-case basis.  
• The team also reported that porticos will be frosted glass, and that glass above 50’ on the 
three towers will not be highly reflective glass.  
• We are very pleased that NBBJ and Amazon are making a serious commitment in designing 
the PenPlace buildings to prevent bird strikes.  We have not yet been advised of the specific types of 
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glass (because NBBJ is still working on details), but hope to be able to review that information once it 
is available.   
• We have asked NBBJ to provide additional information on plans for building and site lighting.  
We would want, as a minimum, that the project meet the lighting standards in the Green Building 
Incentive Policy. 
 
Although not an architectural issue, we also asked NBBJ to communicate to Amazon our 
recommendation that Amazon implement a bird strike monitoring program once the buildings are 
completed. National Audubon has reported that it can provide a protocol for such a program that can 
be incorporated into routine building maintenance. 
 
Thank you for your attention to these comments. 
 

CM-5 Natasha 
Atkins 

Community 
group or 
organization 
representative 

" 
Staff presentation states that the revised plan will include “2.5 acres of public park” and later, “2.5 
acres of contiguous open space.”  
Neither the applicant’s nor the staff’s presentation bear those assertions out. 
1. Can you please show the calculation of the 2.5 acres? How much of this includes walkways, 
seating areas, retail plazas, or planting buffers? These areas would normally be considered “park” and 
should not be characterized as such here. 
2. Contiguous space. The renderings show carefully arranged fragments of open space 
separated by way too many paths, not contiguous space. The applicant’s slides IV 26 and 26 show how 
the green space south of the main E/W path has been carved into bits by many cross-paths. 
Moreover, while the reference to the river with water droplets along the N/S path may be an 
interesting iteration on paper (or maybe from a drone), it is unrecognizable on the ground and serves 
only to dissect the green space into small fragments and increase the acreage of hardscape. Please 
work to make these green spaces more continuous so they will be more viable, and reduce the 
excessive number of small pathways. 
3. Forest. The Army Navy Drive Frontage slide of the Staff Presentation has a rendering of the 
“Forest” that looks more like a small open woodland than a forest. The amount of hardscape looks 
excessive. Can you please describe the forest more? How many hardwood and coniferous trees are 
envisioned at maturity? What about the understory? The tightly meandering walkway seems to carve 
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up the forest floor into small pieces. It is hard to imagine this forest having much ecological value as 
nesting habitat, for example, if it is so heavily trafficked or populated with seating areas. 
4. Pathway materials. How much of the pathway area will be pervious surface, such as crushed 
gravel, as at the National Mall? Crushed gravel is walkable and bikeable and would both improve 
water retention and slow bike speeds. Cyclists wanting to travel faster can use the new bike lanes 
along the streets.  
Community Benefits 
Open space. The community asked for more open park space. Please address the issues above so we 
have a clearer idea of how much park space is actually being provided. 
Community center. Many people were blindsided by the decision to site a public high school at 
PenPlace, as this happened without community input. The community did articulate the desire for a 
community center, so this will no doubt be an ask for the Pentagon City redevelopment.  

CM-6 Tracy Gabriel Community 
group or 
organization 
representative 

On behalf of the National Landing Business Improvement District (BID) and the collective business  
communities of Crystal City, Pentagon City, and Potomac Yard, I am writing to provide feedback  
following the PenPlace SPRC online engagement for the proposed site plan for Amazon's HQ2 (PDSP  
#105). 
 
The National Landing BID is pleased to support the development proposal for approximately 
3.2 million square feet of office here in Pentagon City. Our partners at Amazon have reimagined an  
innovative workplace for its new headquarters, and we are excited to support this iconic  
development within National Landing. Delivering next-generation, signature development must also  
include people-centric design that encourages a safe, walkable, and connected downtown. 
 
We appreciate the applicant’s commitment to being responsive to public feedback as demonstrated in  
this proposal’s improvements to the project’s architectural design, bike mobility, and improved  
multi-modal connectivity. 
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In line with the applicant’s public engagement process, BID staff participated in the PenPlace SPRC  
walking tour held on October 28, 2021. Our comments in this letter are based on the interactive  
tour as well as our review of the submitted proposal: 
 
•      Office Building Design- The BID supports the improved architectural design for  
three of the main office towers on site. Through sculpting and building materials, each tower now  
has a distinct top, middle and base. All buildings are more distinguishable from each other using  
improved architectural design, offering a stronger urban street edge for the site. These  
improvements also support the iconic Helix building’s visibility as the site’s most prominent  
architectural feature. 
 
•      Bike safety and mobility- Recognizing the broader bike network anticipated for  
National Landing, the BID supports the addition of a Fern Street protected bike lane facility. The  
BID also commends the project team’s approach to offering north/south bike connections through the  
provision of bike runnels at Army Navy Drive and the Central Green. The BID supports the County’s  
efforts to offer a more comprehensive downtown bike plan network for National Landing in the long  
term. 
 
•      Improved multi-modal connections- The project team’s multi-modal improvements  
provide more connections for people-first mobility throughout the site. The BID supports the newly  
proposed 15-foot, east/west multi-modal path between Fern and 
S. Eads Streets. Offering multi-modal facilities that are 12 feet wide or greater, can accommodate  
a variety of mode options which is consistent with the BID’s vision of creating the most walkable  
and accessible downtown in the Country. 
 
 
Additionally, the lush and inviting design of the open space and the high-performance approach to  
building design will help make the site and the area a model of sustainability. 
 
In summary, we support the applicant’s site plan proposal and look forward to being a part of  
ussions for PenPlace. 
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CM-7 Bryann 
Mouley 

Other I think the helix building looks retarded 

CM-8 Mark Rutyna Other The Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority (Airports Authority) appreciates the notification and 
Online Engagement Opportunity to comment on the proposed campus development of PenPlace 
block, located in Aurora Highlands directly south of the Pentagon—approximately 0.47 nautical miles 
from the threshold of Runway 15 at Washington Reagan National Airport (Reagan National). The 
Airports Authority understands the applicant proposes to construct three 20+story mixed-use office 
structures surrounding a taller feature-structure—called “The Helix”—and several small structures on 
the campus. 
 
All structures in the revised proposal were evaluated to determine potential impacts to airport 
operations at Reagan National. Of the proposed structure heights, only The Helix was found to 
adversely impact airport operations. Airspace Analysis indicates The Helix’s proposed structure height 
of 394’3” above mean sea level (AMSL) penetrates two of Reagan National’s Critical Air Navigation 
Surfaces as prescribed by Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Order 8260, United States Standard 
for Terminal Instrument Approach Procedures (TERPS) Instrument Flight Procedures (IFP): 
 
• The Runway 01 Instrument Landing System 1 Special Authorization Missed Approach 41C 
Surface by approximately 10.6 feet; and   
• The Runway 15 Localizer Performance with Vertical Guidance (LPV) Missed Approach OB 
Surface by approximately 7.98 feet. 
 
Accordingly, the Airports Authority requests the proposed structure height for The Helix be lowered 
by 10.6 feet to a maximum total height not greater than 383.7 feet AMSL to not affect aircraft 
operations at Reagan National. 
 
The FAA requires the Airports Authority to maintain clear airport approach and departure surfaces, as 
prescribed in federal guidance—Federal Regulation Title 14 Part 77, Safe, Efficient Use and 
Preservation of the Navigable Airspace (Part 77); FAA Order 8260, United States Standard for Terminal 
Instrument Approach Procedures (TERPS); and One-Engine Inoperative (OEI) Surfaces. In this 
development, the proposed structure height of The Helix introduces penetrations to multiple FAA 
TERPS surfaces which will require changes in aircraft operating procedures. 
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FAA TERPS surfaces are subject to Federal Aviation Regulations and FAA review, and if penetrated 
impose takeoff and landing operational modifications. We strongly request the height of The Helix 
building be lowered by at least 10.6 feet to not penetrate FAA TERPS surfaces. The Airports Authority 
cannot support proposed structures that require any changes to aircraft operations at Reagan 
National. 
 
The Airports Authority appreciates the invitation to provide feedback for the Online Engagement 
Opportunity and looks forward to working with Arlington County in the future on other collaboration 
opportunities and feedback requests. Please contact Mark Rutyna at (703) 572-0262, or 
Mark.Rutyna@MWAA.com if you have any questions or comments. 

CM-9  Community 
member or 
neighbor 

Pentagon City is VERY DOG FRIENDLY! We need more flat/open and fenced in designated dog friendly 
pet spaces. 

CM-10 A. 
Zumkhawala 

Community 
member or 
neighbor 

Maybe in twenty years every building in the county may look like these nice buildings.  
 
It’s not clear who is welcome to walk through this nice upcoming place.  
 
I thank you for sharing these nice proposals. The emphasis on green is fantastic. Beautiful trees.  

CM-11 Alex Wolfe Community 
member or 
neighbor I would love to see a protected bike lane on 12th! 

CM-12 Alistair 
Watson 

Community 
member or 
neighbor 

It's imperative that the limited open space is environmentally friendly. There are many 
intentions/functions for the open space and even if the main function of one of these 
intentions/functions isn't namely to be environmentally friendly (such as a row of trees), it's 
imperative that the intention/function is as environmentally friendly as possible. This includes ordering 
the most environmentally friendly material and using the least amount of water and electricity to 
sustain that intention/function among other things. Please be environmentally friendly! 

CM-13 Ami Williams Community 
member or 
neighbor 

Overall I like and support the project, and appreciate the emphasis on biophilic design and integration 
of nature in an urban area.  It does seem that the "headwaters" water feature has been negatively 
impacted by recent updates, which is too bad because it seemed like a really unique special element 
responding to hot summer weather and the traffic noise from 395.  In general I think we should be 
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more open to experimentation and unique design elements such as the Helix and removal of internal 
car access.  Also, I appreciate the decision to shift restaurants to all-electric cooking and would love to 
see pavilion restaurant rooftops designed to allow urban agriculture for direct use by the restaurants 
below (like The Evening Star Cafe in Del Ray)- could a cool greenhouse provide fresh winter greens, 
herbs, and citrus?   

CM-14 Bernard 
Berne 

Community 
member or 
neighbor 

"The present landscape plan for PenPlace does not adequately comply with two policies that the 
County Board has established. These County policies are the Board’s Monarch Pledge and its Biophilic 
City Resolution.  These policies are as follows: 
 
ARLINGTON COUNTY BOARD MONARCH PLEDGE 
 
The County Board’s Monarch Pledge dated June 1, 2016 
(https://www.arlingtonva.us/Government/Departments/County-Board/Board-
Actions/Proclamations/Monarch-Pledge-Day-2016)  states: 
 
 WHEREAS, for decades Arlington County has managed urban landscapes and public lands, as well as 
wildlife habitats with native plantings including milkweed; and 
 
WHEREAS, Arlington County mindfully removes invasive plants and encourage other to do so to make 
it possible to re-establish native plants, including milkweed and nectar plants to the landscape; and 
 
WHEREAS, Arlington County provides recommendations to developers and residents regarding 
landscaping to promote wise conservation stewardship, including the protection of pollinators and 
maintenance of their habitats in urban and suburban environments; …… 
 
Relevant conditions in site plan: 
 
Sheet No. L-600 (March 19, 2021) (Planting Schedule) in the 4.1 site plan drawings for PenPlace 
(https://www.arlingtonva.us/files/sharedassets/public/projects/documents/PenPlace-4.1-Submission-
Landscape-Sheets-2021-04-09.pdf) contains a list entitled ""Ground Cover Plant Schedule"". This list 
shows the species of ground cover plants that the site plan presently proposes to place in its open 
spaces. 
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However, milkweed is not on the above list.  
 
Therefore, the ""Ground Cover Plant Schedule"" needs to include Common Milkweed (Asclepias 
syriaca) in the sections of the schedule entitled ""Meadow Mix"", ""Central Green Edge Mix"", and 
""Stream Mix"".   
 
Asclepias syriaca  grows well in Arlington's sunny natural areas and rain gardens. It will grow well in 
the   ""Meadow Mix"", ""Central Green Edge Mix"", and ""Stream Mix"" areas of the PenPlace project. 
 
A. syriaca is the only species of milkweed that both thrives in Arlington's natural areas and on which 
female monarchs often lay eggs. Other species of milkweed that landscape architects sometimes 
include in their plans (such as A. tuberosa (Butterfly Weed) and A. incarnata (Swamp Milkweed) either 
support few monarch caterpillars or usually do not live for more than a few years (see article entitled 
“Butterfly gardening at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Butterfly_gardening). Therefore, the  ""Ground 
Cover Plant Schedule"" should not list any milkweeds except Asclepias syriaca (Common Milkweed).  
 
Further, some of the plants on the list are ornamental plants that are wind-pollinated. They do not 
contain nectar or help re-establish nectar plants to the landscape.  
 
The list in Sheet No. L-600 contains the following undesirable species: 
 
Pink Muhly Grass (Muhlenbergia capillaris)  
(https://plants.usda.gov/DocumentLibrary/factsheet/pdf/fs_muca2.pdf) in ""Meadow Mix"" and 
""Central Green Edge Mix"".  A document describing this plant 
(https://www.nativeplanttrust.org/documents/85/muhlenbergiacapillaris.pdf) states that pollination is 
assumed to be by wind. Further, Mulenbergia capillaris forms large clumps that can displace plants 
that produce the nectar that pollinators need for survival.  
 
The following non-native plants in the “Central Green Mix” are listed in the Invasive Plant List of the 
United States. To protect Arlington’s environment, these species need to be removed from the plant 
list. 
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Tall Fescue (Festuca arundinacea)  A document describing this wind-pollinated turf grass 
(https://www.invasive.org/browse/subinfo.cfm?sub=3037) states that invasive species that is native to 
Europe and displaces native vegetation in a variety of open habitats.  
 
Sweet Allysum (Lobularia maritima). This plant is native to southern Europe and the Canary Islands and 
Azores. A document describing this wind-pollinated grass is listed in the Invasive Plant Atlas of the 
United States (https://www.invasiveplantatlas.org/subject.html?sub=5955).  
 
Perennial Ryegrass (Lolium perenne). This plant  is native to Europe. A document that describes this 
wind-pollinated grass states that the plant is listed in the Invasive Plant Atlas of the United States 
(https://www.invasiveplantatlas.org/subject.html?sub=5955). 
 
Kentucky Bluegrass (Poa pratensis). This plant is native to Europe, North Asia and the mountains of 
Algeria and Morocco, but not to North America. A document that describes this wind-pollinated grass 
states that the plant is listed in the Invasive Plant Atlas of the United States 
(https://www.invasiveplantatlas.org/subject.html?sub=6231). 
 
Strawberry Clover (Trifolium fragiferum). This plant is native to native to Europe, Asia, and parts of 
Africa. A document that describes this clover states that the plant is listed in the Invasive Plant Atlas of 
the United States (https://www.invasiveplantatlas.org/subject.html?sub=23158). 
 
White clover (Trifolium repens). This plant is native to Europe and central Asia, but not to North 
America. A document that describes this clover states that the plant is listed in the Invasive Plant Atlas 
of the United States (https://www.invasiveplantatlas.org/subject.html?sub=6557). 
 
Although Strawberry Clover and White Clover support pollinators as do many other non-native 
clovers, they should be replaced in the plant list by one of the more than 60 clovers that are native to 
the United States (for example, see 
https://uswildflowers.com/detail.php?SName=Trifolium%20eriocephalum) and Carolina Clover 
(Trifolium carolinianum) (see https://plants.ces.ncsu.edu/plants/trifolium-carolinianum/). 
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The list in Sheet No. L-600 also contains other ground cover plants that are wind-pollinated.  These 
include Ebony Sedge (Carex eburnea), Pennsylvania Sedge (Carex pennsylvanica), Soft Rush (Juncus 
effusus) and King Ostrich Fern (Matteuccia struthiopteris).  These species may provide cover for 
pollinators or food for their larvae. However, many insect-pollinated plants serve the same functions 
but, in addition, have flowers that support adult pollinators (including honeybees and monarch 
butterflies, whose populations are declining).  
 
These plants are less desirable than are ones whose flowers support pollinator populations. They 
should be removed from the planting list. They do not comply with the County's Monarch Pledge. 
 
I suggest that the project’s landscape architects consult with Alonso Abugattas, the natural resources 
manager for Arlington County's Department of Parks and Recreation, when selecting a revised set of 
trees, shrubs and ground cover plants.   
 
Mr. Abugattas, a recognized expert on butterflies and other pollinators, has published several articles 
that contain his recommendations for plantings of trees, shrubs and milkweed and other pollinator 
plants (see ""Alonso Abugattas Shares Native Plant Picks for Wildlife"" 
(https://web.archive.org/web/20201021024837/https://midatlanticgardener.com/alonso-abugattas-
native-plant-wildlife/),  ""Top “10” Lists of Wildlife Plants"" 
(http://www.uppersusquehanna.org/usc/wp-
content/uploads/2020/06/Alonso_Top_10_Wildlife_Plants.pdf) and ""Monarch Waystations"" 
(http://capitalnaturalist.blogspot.com/2017/01/monarch-way-stations.html)”. 
 
Mr. Abugattas recommendations include the following native plants of the following types: 
 
Trees: 
Oaks (Quercus spp.) (first choice) 
Hackberries (Celtis spp.) 
Hickories (Carya spp.) 
Willows (Salix app.)  
Sassafras (Sassafras albidum)  
Basswood/American Linden (Tilia americana)  
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Black Gum/Tupelo (Nyssa sylvatica)  
American Holly (Ilex opaca)  
Tuliptree (Liriodendron tulipifera)  
Black Locust (Robinia pseudoacacia) 
Black Cherry (Prunus serotina) 
  
Native Shrubs/Small Trees 
Cherries (Prunus spp).  
Buttonbush/Honeyballs (Cephalanthus occidentalis) (first choice for shrubs) 
Shadbush/Serviceberry/Juneberry (Amelanchier spp.) 
Spicebush (Lindera benzoin) 
Dogwoods (Cornus spp.) 
Eastern Red Cedar/Eastern Juniper (Juniperus virginiana)         5 
Wax Myrtle/Southern Bayberry  (Morella cerifera) (formerly Myrica ) 
Persimmon (Diospyros virginiana)  
Elderberry (Sambucus canadensis)  
Viburnums (Viburnum spp.) 
Hawthorns (Crataegus spp.) 
Shrubby St. Johns Wort (Hypericum prolificum) 
American Beautyberry (Callicarpa americana) 
Sumacs – (Rhus spp.)  
Chokeberries (Red, Black) (Aronia arbutifolia and A. melanocarpa) 
American Strawberry Bush/Hearts-a-burstin’ – (Euonymus americanus) 
Paw Paw (Asimina triloba)  
 
Wildflowers 
Spring Beauties (Claytonia  spp.) 
Milkweeds  (Asclepias spp.), especially  Common Milkweed (A. syriaca)  
Goldenrods  (Solidago spp.) (some species for sunny locations; others for shady locations) 
Asters (Asteraceae) (Symphyotrichum spp. and Eurybia spp.) 
Dogbanes (Apocynum spp.). 
Green-headed/Cutleaf Coneflower (Rudbeckia laciniata)  
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Mints - This family is known to host some 22 species of Lepidoptera also (Monardas about 7, 
Mountain Mints about 3). Monarda: (Monarda spp. and Pycnanthemeum spp.)  
Joe Pye weed - (Formerly Eupatorium maculatum, E. purpureum, E. fistulosum; now Eutrochium). 
Field Thistle (Cirsium spp.)  
Ironweeds (Vernonia spp.) 
Sunflowers (Helianthus spp.) 
 
Groundcovers (excluding ferns and wind-pollinated grasses and other species whose flowers do not 
support pollinators) 
 
Golden Ragwort,  or Golden Groundsel (Packera aurea)  
Wild Ginger (Asarum canadense)  
White Wood Aster  (Eurybia divaricata) (formerly Aster divaricatus) 
Partridge Berry (Mitchella repens)  
Wild Strawberry (Fragaria virginiana)  
Wild Geranium (Geranium maculatum) 
 
A number of the plants that Sheet No. L-600 lists are not among those that Mr. Abugattas 
recommends. These include: 
 
Trees: 
American Yellowood (Cladrastis kentukea) 
Silverbell (Halesia Carolina) 
White Pine (Pinus strobus) 
Sweet bay magnolia (Magnolia virginiana) 
 
Groundcovers 
Ebony Sedge (Carex eburnea) 
Pennsylvania Sedge(Carex pennsylvanica) 
Cardinal Flower (Lobelia cardinalis) 
Pink Muhly Grass (Mulenbergia capillaris) 
Virginia Sweetspire (Itea virginica) 
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Soft Rush (Juncus effusus) 
King Ostrich Fern (Matteuccia struthiopteris) 
Black Snakeroot (Actaea racemosa) 
Creeping Phlox (Phlox stolonifera) 
Lowbush Blueberry (Vaccinium angustifolium) 
Common yarrow (Achillea millefolium) 
Pink Muhly Grass (Muhlenbergia capillaris) 
Perennial Ryegrass (Lolium perenne) 
Tall Fescue (Festuca arundinacea) 
Sweet Allysum (Lobularia maritima) 
Kentucky Bluegrass (Poa pratensis) 
Strawberry Clover (Trifolium fragiferum) 
White clover (Trifolium repens) 
 
While some of the above species support pollinators, they may support fewer pollinators or have 
other characteristics that make them less desirable for plantings in Arlington County than are the ones 
that Mr. Abugattas recommends.  I therefore suggest that project’s landscape architects discuss with 
Mr. Abugattas whether to retain these plants in the planting list or replace them with others that he 
may consider more desirable. 
 
The Audubon Society of Northern Virginia’s website entitled “Planting a Native Northern Virginia 
Meadow” at https://www.audubonva.org/planting-a-native-northern-virginia-meadow contains 
suggestions for establishing meadow plantings.  The website also contains a plant list that includes 
many of the species that Mr. Abugattas recommends, as well as others. 
 
 
ARLINGTON COUNTY BOARD BIOPHILIC CITY RESOLUTION 
 
The Arlington County Board’s Biophilic City Resolution at https://arlingtonva.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-
content/uploads/sites/22/2019/12/Biophilic.pdf, which the Board adopted in December 2019, states 
that the County commits to the following: 
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Expanded biophilic planning and design principles throughout existing policies and processes, such as 
comprehensive plan elements, sector plans, site plans, park master plans, and multimodal 
transportation plans and projects. 
 
..... 
 
Expanded natural elements within Arlington’s built environments, as well as the conservation of our 
natural resources. 
 
Creation of publicly accessible urban nature projects. 
 
 
Relevant conditions in site plan: 
 
Meadows provide habitat to more types of wildlife and pollinators than do any of the other types of 
open space that the site plan illustrates. However, the T2 site is the only one of the four areas that 
Sheet No. L-100 (Site Landscape Reference Plan) illustrates that will contain a meadow mix. 
 
Site Plan Sheet No. 603 (March 19, 2021) (T2 Site Planting Plan) illustrates six areas that, according to 
that sheet and  Sheet No. 600 (Planting Schedule) will contain will together contain 6,162 square feet 
of meadow mix.  As presently planned, the number of square feet that meadow mix will occupy 
(6,162) is only 29% of the number of square feet (21,569) that the Central Green's lawn will occupy. 
 
Site Plan Sheet No. 604 (September 28, 2021) (Helix Site Planting Plan) and Sheet No. 600  (March 19, 
2021) (Planting Schedule) shows that the site will contain two areas that are separated by a path.  The 
two areas will together contain a 21,569 square feet ""Flexible Lawn"""" within a larger ""Central 
Green"".  This lawn will be mowed frequently and will not contain any natural resources.  The lawn will 
not provide any wildlife habitat, will not protect any pollinators and will not maintain any pollinator 
habitats.  
 
If constructed as planned, the ""Central Green"" lawn would be by far the largest of all of the site's 
""green spaces"".  Together with the paved elements that the site will contain, the area that the 
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""Central Green"" lawn covers will cause the site's entire ground surface to be out of conformance 
with the ""Biophilic City Resolution"".  
 
There is no need for the Central Green lawn to be as large as the site plan proposes.  People will 
primarily use the lawn for active recreation (such as ball playing), dog-walking and picnicking.  
However, two nearby planned parks, Metropolitan Park 
(https://www.arlingtonva.us/Government/Projects/Project-Types/Parks-Projects/Metropolitan-Park-
Public-Space-Project) at 1400 S. Eads St. and  501 15th St. S.)  and the South Eads Street/Army Navy 
Drive park (https://www.arlingtonva.us/Government/Projects/Project-Types/Parks-Projects/New-
Park-at-South-Eads-Street-and-Army-Navy-Drive) will also contain large open spaces devoted to lawns 
that people can use for similar activities, as well as for public events.  
 
The project will contain a set of amphitheater steps that will be adjacent to the north side of the 
Central Green.  The public may use these steps for seating when viewing performances and large 
events that are taking place on the Central Green. However such large events will be relatively 
infrequent. Further, few if any such events will require the use of much of the Central Green for 
performers or for their audiences.   
 
Sheet Nos. L-600 and L-604 shows that the walkway will divide the Central Green into two separate 
open spaces. The amphitheater seating will be adjacent to the  northwestern open space, which will 
be almost entirely covered by a planting of “Central Green Mix”)  
 
To increase the amount of natural area and pollinator habitat while still allocating space for large 
events, the  entire portion of the Central Green that is southeast of the walkway should be converted 
to an area containing a “Meadow Mix”.  This should not create a problem for large events, as that 
portion of the Central Green will not be near the amphitheater seating. 
 
Buildings T1, T2 and T3 
 
These three buildings appear to have few, if any, biophilic features. Each should have a “green roof”. 
All plantings should support pollinators.  Plantings should include Common milkweed (Asclepias 
syriaca), which will thrive in such locations. 
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The three buildings should also have “green walls” with vegetation.  This may require the removal of 
some of the planned glass on the walls and the addition of ledges at various levels along the walls. 
 
Sidewalks 
 
All sidewalk tree pits and tree trenches should contain native plants that support pollinators, including 
Common Milkweed. They should not contain any grasses or other wind-pollinated plants. 
 
Shade structures 
 
All shade structures should contain trellises with native vines, such as Trumpet Creeper (Campsis 
radicans) whose flowers will support pollinators. 
 
Signage 
 
Signage within the internal open spaces and near the sidewalk should explain the purpose nearby 
features.  Such features should include meadows and milkweed plantings.  Other signs should describe 
the history of the the site. 
 
 
SUMMARY 
 
The open space uses that the present PenPlace site plan illustrate do not adequately comply with the 
County Board's 2016 Monarch Pledge and the Board's Biophilic City Resolution.  I therefore suggest 
that the landscape plan for PenPlace be revised as described above. It is especially important to: 
 
Add Asclepias syriaca (Common milkweed)  to the list of plants in the sections of the ""Ground Cover 
Plant Schedule"" entitled ""Meadow Mix"", ""Central Green Edge Mix"", and ""Stream Mix"" in Sheet 
No. L-600 (Planting Schedule) in the site plan. 
 
Remove all non-native invasive plants from the planting list. 
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Convert the southeast section of the Central Green into an area containing “Meadow Mix”. 
 
Add green roofs to Buildings T1, T2 and T3. 
 
The project’s landscape architects should consult with Alonso Abugattas, the  natural resources 
manager for Arlington County's Department of Parks and Recreation,  when selecting a revised set of 
trees, shrubs and ground cover plants that Sheet No. L-600 will list.   
"As an addendum to my previous submission (#31), I am providing the following additional comments. 
 
ARCHITECTURE: 
 
The roofs of Buildings T1, T2 and T3 and at least one of the three pavilions will contain solar panels to 
reduce energy usage.  This will prevent the construction of green roofs on each of the buildings.   
 
In an urbanized areas, the addition of green roofs should have a higher priority than the priority that 
this project provides.  Arlington’s development has displaced much of the vegetation (trees, shrubs 
and meadows) that once characterized its landscape.  This loss has been greatest in the County’s 
highly developed Metro Station areas, including Pentagon City. 
 
Green roofs remove carbon dioxide  and pollutants from the air above and within urbanized areas.  
They also help create biophilia in such developed areas, increasing populations of disappearing native 
birds and insects, including butterflies and bees. 
 
Solar panels provide no such opportunities.  They do not directly reduce the carbonization of the 
atmosphere.  They do little to reduce global warming. 
 
As part of this project, Amazon will construct solar panels in a rural area outside of Arlington.  The 
project should therefore increase the number of solar panels in that area and decrease the number of 
panels on the project’s roofs.  This will permit some or all of the roofs to have large “green” areas 
devoted to biophilia. 
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IT IS IMPORTANT TO RECOGNIZE that the solar panels may not achieve their intended goals. The 
project will be near a major interstate highway network and a busy airport.  These pollute the air, 
adding particulates to the air.  Many of the particulates settle nearby.   
 
THESE PARTICULATES WILL FREQUENTLY COAT THE SOLAR PANELS. To remain efficient, the panels will 
need to be cleaned frequently using chemicals that may further pollute the atmosphere with 
compounds that will not quickly degrade. Further, the costs related to the frequent cleaning may 
exceed the reduction of energy costs that the panels create. 
 
The project’s planners need to consider and throughly evaluate the above.  Pentagon City is perhaps 
the worst place in the entire Washington Metropolitan Area in which to construct solar panels on the 
tops of buildings. The planners need to consider the likelihood that emissions from planes arriving and 
departing from a nearby airport and a nearby interstate highway network will prevent the panels from 
ever achieving their anticipated results. 
 
Therefore, replace some or all of the solar panels with green roofs. Add solar panels to those that 
Amazon will construct outside of Arlington. 
 
————————————————————————————— 
 
AMPHITHEATER: 
 
The amphitheater near the Central Green has little useful purpose.  People may use the amphitheater  
to view large events occurring on the Green.  However, the Green itself has more than enough space 
to accommodate all viewers for nearly all such events.  The amphitheater is therefore superfluous. 
 
The amphitheater will create an undesirable impermeable surface.  Replace it with a biophilic feature, 
such as a meadow. This will help restore pollinator populations and remove carbon dioxide from the 
atmosphere. The amphitheater won’t do this. 
 
———————————————————————————- 
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CENTRAL GREEN: 
 
The Central Green will contain a path that will divide the Green into two areas (northwest and 
southeast of the path).  A change in the plan for the Green increased the size of the northwest area 
and decreased the size of the southeast area.  As a result, the northwest area is much larger than is 
the southeast area. This is not desirable. 
 
A presentation stated that people could use the southeast area for a variety of activities  (exercise, 
etc.) that would not take place in the northwest area.  However, there will likely be few large events 
that will require the use of all of the entire northeast area, as presently planned.  
 
The southeast area should therefore be restored to its size in the original plan.  Most importantly, the 
portion of the southeast area that is presently covered by a frequently lawn should be replaced by a 
meadow that will support pollinators.  
 
This change will also add interest and variety to the Central Green.  It will also create a unique 
opportunity to erect signage in a highly visible area that will explain the need for creating meadows 
(with milkweed for monarch butterfly reproduction) in urbanized areas. 
 
————————————————————————————- 
PLANTINGS: 
 
The “Central Green Mix” contains Common yarrow (Achillea millefolium) and other tall plants.  
However, the Central Green will be frequently mowed to create a lawn. The mowing will kill the 
yarrow and all other plants that will rise above the turf grass. 
 
Therefore, remove the yarrow and other tall plants from the “Central Green Mix”.  The Mix should 
contain only short native grasses and short native clovers.  Nothing else. 
 
Except for the “Central Green Mix”, none of the plant Mixes should contain any wind-pollinated 
plants.  Many wind-pollinated plants are aggressive.  They can crowd out insect- and bird-pollinated 
plants that pollinators need to survive.  This is a very important point when considering the 
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composition of all types of plant Mixes. 
 
—————————————————————— 
 
HELIX BUILDING: 
 
The Helix Building will contain steps with trees.  It is important that the spaces between the trees 
contain native plants such as Common Milkweed (Asclepias syriaca) that support pollinators.  None of 
these plants should be wind-pollinated. 
 
_________________________________________________________   
 
ROOFED TERRACES: 
 
Some of the buildings have roofed terraces, as do the roofed bus stops.  All of these roofs should 
contain plantings of species that support pollinators and require little or no maintenance. They should 
not be left empty. 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
WIDTH OF WALKWAYS: 
 
Except for the main central paths that will carry large amounts of pedestrian and bicycle traffic, all 
walkways should have narrow widths (not to exceed 8 -10 feet).  This will reduce impermeable 
surfaces and enable pedestrians to be close to nature and to be able to enjoy it.  This will also 
discourage through-traffic that will interfere with such enjoyment. 
 
______________________________________________________ 
 
BICYCLE RACKS: 
 
The presentations show that many bicycle racks will be vertical, rather than horizontal.  However, 
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cyclists need to lift their bikes when placing them on vertical racks.  The also need to lift the bikes 
when starting to remove them from the racks. 
 
This repetitive lifting can create back injuries and muscle strains.  As a result, many cyclists prefer 
horizontal racks, rather than vertical racks.   
 
Therefore, reduce the number of vertical bike racks. Increase the number of horizontal racks.   
 

CM-15 Bethany 
Kaplan 

Community 
member or 
neighbor 

This spot has the best view of DC in the area. Why make a swirling dog turd building instead of a large 
floor to ceiling glass building? Or apartments? Such a waste of the beautiful view to have that swirling 
emoji poop looking building with limited height and girth, meaning limited views. 

CM-16 Chris Blough Community 
member or 
neighbor 

It would be great to see the outdoor seating areas adjacent to the retail pavilions with additional tree 
plantings so that they are transitionally integrated into the natural/park elements of the rest of the 
open space, and to enhance the comfort, aesthetic appeal, and overall experience of the outdoor 
seating areas. From the illustratives shown on sheet III — 21 of sprc-1_3-architecture_reduced.pdf, it 
looks like ""P3"" has no canopy tree coverage for the outdoor seating area, and ""P2"" and ""P1"" 
could be enhanced with additional tree plantings. If canopy trees will interfere with the retail pavilion 
buildings, then understory trees or a viable mix of canopy and understory trees could improve the 
seating areas compared to the the proposed/shown limited shrub plantings. 
 
See the following links for preferred example for weaving active retail use structure into a landscaped 
park setting  
1. Mixed canopy/understory tree retail outdoor seating area, landscaped park setting 
(Starbucks, Bosque de Chapultepec Park, Mexico City) 
 
https://www.google.com/maps/@19.4245474,-
99.1845443,3a,75y,192.05h,89.93t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1szoHJZpsepZwL4-
tB_X0w0A!2e0!7i16384!8i8192 
 
2. Canopy and understory trees offset from taller retail building, outdoor seating and pathway 
provided in between plantings and building. 
(Jardin De Centenario, Coyoacan Neighborhood, Mexico City) 
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https://www.google.com/maps/@19.3496387,-
99.1629841,3a,75y,16.13h,93.45t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1sYk0vZuXNYN2r_n3TebTTdQ!2e0!7i16384!8i
8192 
 
A consistent row of of tree plantings covering the main east-west pathway as well as the other main 
pathways throughout the site (for example, the main pathways following the interior-facing northern 
sides of Buildings T1 and T2) will also provide a natural vegetative ""canyon"" for the paths by 
providing natural tree canopy shade instead of building shade for the pathways, visually enhance the 
view to the outside from within adjacent buildings, and will better integrate the T1, T2, into the 
landscaped natural features throughout the site.  
 

CM-17  Community 
member or 
neighbor 

The buildings proposed by this site plan are wildly out of proportion with the existing neighborhood. In 
fact, they are 70 feet higher than the maximum zoned by-right 60 feet due to the change (Section 
15.5.9) that was quietly pushed through during the pandemic with only a cursory notice in the 
Washington Times (which no one in Arlington reads) to notify the neighborhood. The proposal to build 
12 stories from the top of the hill ensures that the building on site B will loom over the rest of the 
neighborhood like a middle finger. The minimal setbacks and token graduated building heights are not 
enough to make these towers blend into the neighborhood.  

CM-18 Giovanni 
Hashimoto 

Community 
member or 
neighbor 

The office buildings don't contain enough greenery. It would be nice if at least one of the buildings 
surrounding the Helix used Milan's Bosco Verticale as inspiration to create a living ecosystem. 

CM-19 Hannah 
Follweilier 

Community 
member or 
neighbor 

"Hello, thank you for the update to the plan for Pen Place. The buildings look nicer. The small changes 
to the facade make a big difference. The building heights are good and leave lots of room for open 
space. I’m happy to see the addition of bike lanes, wider sidewalks on 12th St and more bike facilities 
on site. I can envision myself cycling to work if I were to work here.  
The public open spaces are very nice and they seem to have something for everyone. It seems easy to 
be able to get to the site without driving and I hope we don’t lose site of that. I would like to see a 
reduction in the amount of parking on site. The 100% carbon neutral site is exciting and will go a long 
way to helping Arlington be carbon neutral. We need to reuse our emissions.  
Thank you for your time. " 
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CM-20 Jeffrey 
Williams 

Community 
member or 
neighbor 

I applaud the decision to move all delivery and parking underground and minimizing the number of 
vehicular entries and exits to/from the site.  I am also pleased to see the additional pedestrian stairs to 
Army Navy Drive and an improvement on the experience of pedestrians accessing the site from that 
direction.  The additional protected bike lanes on Fern are very welcome.  
The revised proposed office building architecture represents a significant improvement on the original 
proposal.   The revised building locations provide better views through the site.  I appreciate the effort 
taken to differentiate the office building through materials and roof treatments.  I look forward to 
seeing these buildings from the Long Bridge Park promenade.  The pavilions will make the public space 
a more desirable place for casual visitors.  I particularly look forward to experiencing the 2nd floor 
dining facilities which should provide interesting views of the helix and central park area.  
I was very pleased to learn that the Arlington Community High School will be located T3.   This kind of 
support for public education is the very definition of being a good neighbor.  I also appreciate the 
support for affordable housing in the greater 22202 neighborhood.   
 

CM-18 Joseph 
Glancy 

Community 
member or 
neighbor 

The HQ2 Outdoor ""hiking"" area ought to be open to the public for at least outside of business hours.  
As the tower is near the Potomac, the tower must be built with glass that is safe for migrating birds, 
and dim lights at night during migration season.  

CM-19 Lynn Chow Community 
member or 
neighbor 

I saw the amphitheater possibility for the central lawn area of the HQ2 campus. I also love dogs/pets 
etc. What I think I might not like is laying my blanket down or letting the kids roll around playing in a 
dog toilet area. People use public/private restrooms. Cats use a little box. I have not yet figured out 
why dogs can use every outdoor public space as a toilet. It would be great to see something done 
across Arlington County writ large; in the meantime, is there something we can do about it here? 
Maybe carve out a dog relief area on the campus, and then post signs throughout, asking owners to 
use the dog relief area? 
Love the plans so far! Additional consideration: Is there a way to connect HQ2 campus to the 
Pentagon City Metro stop at S. Hayes and 12th Street? Underground walkway? Maybe protected cycle 
lane on S. 12th Street between S. Fern and S. Hayes? 

CM-20 Matthew 
Neuendorf 

Community 
member or 
neighbor 

Master Plan: With the fluctuations in elevation and multi-level buildings, would you consider multi-
level pedestrian passageways. Rosslyn would be a good case study with its second-level sidewalks that 
connect buildings and separate modes of travel. 
Architecture: Has any sort of blast strengthening been incorporated into the office structures, 
especially on sides facing the streets? 
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Circulation & Site Design: 1) I am curious why all 4 site entrances were added at the mid-block, 
creating 4 new signaled intersections. This will likely slow down vehicular and pedestrian movement. 
2) Is there a need for 3 garage entrances if all the garage space is connected? Could the Eads street 
entrance be eliminated to reduce number of signaled intersections and traffic / sidewalk crossings? 3) 
I suggest rating the primary path (slide IV-26) for vehicular use as an option for emergency response 
vehicles. 4) Could some of the tertiary paths be removed to enlarge the forested green spaces? I am 
imagining good spots for a picnic blanket or to read a book with a little shade cover. 
Sustainability: I saw a note about water capture. Is the plan to capture 100% of potential site runoff? 

CM-21 Mike 
McDonald 

Community 
member or 
neighbor 

The bike circulation improvements from the last iteration are better. However, protected bike lanes 
on 12th St are absolutely necessary. I don’t understand why 20 street parking spaces should even be 
necessary next to a brand new 2000-space parking garage amongst all the other existing garages on 
that block. More street parking is not needed, but protected, pleasant bike and pedestrian 
infrastructure is. Also just wanted to note that I like the transitway on 12th St. 

CM-22 Nicholas 
Sarafolean 

Community 
member or 
neighbor 

I do think the most recent changes are good. I'd also like Amazon and Arlington County to add a two-
way protected bike lane along 12th Street South. While protected bike lanes along Eads and Fern are 
much appreciated, the network should be completed with a two-way protected cycleway along 12th 
Street S. This would provide better access to Pentagon City Metro for people on bikes, e-bikes, and 
scooters, while preserving pedestrian space on the sidewalk. There's no justification for a handful of 
street parking spots next to an enormous garage. A protected cycleway is a much better use of that 
public space and allows the road to be used for transport, rather than storage of private vehicles. 
Thank you! 

CM-23 Phil Dickson Community 
member or 
neighbor 

I’m grateful to Amazon for the investments they’re making in this part of Arlington. Since the company 
and County have asked for feedback, though, the building massing and heights still appear very 
“generic suburban” for towers 1-3. There is nothing iconic about them, which seems like a huge 
missed opportunity given the prominence of the Helix on the future skyline. Had the Helix already 
been built, I believe people would object to the current designs for towers 1-3 because they appear to 
crowd and detract from the Helix instead of complementing its aesthetic. There does not appear to be 
any sensible transition between the Helix and the three towers, it’s disjointed. Towers 1-3 should be 
further refined so that PenPlace as a full site looks as iconic and beautiful as it should; this area should 
not look like another suburban office park with just one notable building. And Arlington, please allow 
taller buildings in National Landing (as tall as possible). Arlington’s skyline would benefit greatly from 
taller structures, especially against the backdrop of DC’s height restrictions. Right now the skyline 
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looks stunted (this is even reflected in the designs for Amazon’s buildings). Thanks for considering. 
CM-24 Xavier 

Domenico 
Community 
member or 
neighbor 

It would be appreciative if the office buildings did not have to be almost completely all glass. A 
diversity of material, uniform structure would look best over time. It looks too corporate and Silicon 
Valley-esque. 
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